
St Bernadette’s Catholic Primary Voluntary Academy
Subject Medium Term Planning - KS1       Term- Pentecost      Cycle B  - Topic- Great Britain

Exploratory Question- Can you explain some of  the ways Great Britain has changed over time?

MATERIALS Learning Objective Activity Key Knowledge (By the end of  the lesson) Vocabulary (Tier 3)

Substantive Disciplinary

Entry Point History Knowledge
L.O.11: To be able to know
about significant historical
events, people and places in
their own locality.

British Celebrations
St. George’s Day- FOCUS
celebrations

Talk about the 2 below
celebrations being British
celebrations.
May Day
Charles Coronation

● Know the names of
British celebrations
May Day, St. George’s
Day, Charles
Coronation.

● Know why and how
we celebrate St.
George’s Day.

May Day
St. George’s Day
Charles Coronation

Lesson 1 History Skills
L.O.1 To be able to develop an
awareness of  the past, using
common words and phrases
relating to the passing of  time.

Look at royal castles

Like houses, castles have
not always had the same
design.

As a class create a castle
factfile (could use purple
mash)

● Know the main
purpose of  a castle.

● Know the names of
some castles in Great
Britain.

● Describe how castles
have changed over
time.

castles
Windsor castle
Edinburgh castle
Belfast castle
Cardiff  Castle

Lincoln castle
York castle

Lesson 2 History skills L.O.4: To be
able to use a wide vocabulary
of  everyday historical terms.

Castles - Features of  a
castle

Share the Features of  a
Castle slides.

● Use a variety of
everyday historical
terms to describe
castles. (see vocabulary)

Towers
Thick walls
Portculis
Drawbridge
Moat
Battlements

Lesson 3 L.O. 11 To be able to know
about the lives of  significant
individuals in the past who
have contributed to national

Discuss how there are special
people who look after us who
are trained in water safety
called lifeguards and
coastguards. Coastguards look

● Know about the life of
Grace Darling and why
she is significant.

● Know how to stay safe
around water.

Coastguard
Grace Darling



and international achievements
– GRACE DARLING

after people who are on boats
at sea. Introduce Grace
Darling and explain how she is
a famous person from the past
because she saved people at
sea.

Lesson 4 L.O.3: To be able to identify
similarities and differences
between ways of  life in
different periods.

Seasides past and present
powerpoint.
Also make use of  own
images - try to include
some from Cleethorpes if
possible

Look at the photographs
(own+some of  twinkl) and
discuss how we know they
are pictures from the past

● Identify the similarities
and differences
between seaside
holidays in Victorian
times compared with
now.

Victorian

Lesson 5 L.O.3: To be able to identify
similarities and differences
between ways of  life in
different periods.

Twinkl Victorian holidays
by the sea facts
powerpoint(seaside holidays
now and then) to recap
work from yesterday and to
start to look at certain
aspects in more detail.

Link back to Blast From the
Past topic.

● Identify the similarities
and differences
between seaside
holidays in Victorian
times compared with
now.

Bathing machines

Lesson 6 L.O.1 To be able to develop an
awareness of  the past, using
common words and phrases
relating to the passing of  time.

Answer the Exploratory
Question- Can you explain
some of  the ways Great
Britain has changed over
time?
Focus on castles, water safety
and seaside holidays.

- Know how castles have
changed in Great Britain
over time.

- Know how water safety
has changed in Great
Britain over time.

- Know how seaside
holidays have changed in
Great Britain over time.

All vocabulary from the unit



Create posters showing how
the above have changed over
time. (now and then posters)


